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T he End o f the Beginning
H E route of Rommel’s army and the new and
successful venture of American troops in A frica,
is, according to €hurch؛ll, “ not the end nor even the
beginning of the end, but it is the end of the beginning.”
T hat is a succinct way of expressing the idea that the
tide has turned. The United Nations have taken the
initiative; H itler is running about feverishly, bolstering his defenses against an invasion on the soft side
of the continent. The M editerranean is in the process
of being “cleaned up” and becoming the center of a
total strategy which promises victory for our cause
in both European and A frican theatres of war.
Meanwhile word comes from reliable neutral
sources that the morale of Germany is deteriorating
and that it is quite inconceivable that the German
people would endure another winter of w ar beyond
this one. I t seems to be fairly certain that once the
prospect of victory is thoroughly dissipated they will
find it increasingly difficult to maintain the resolution
to continue a fruitless conflict.
All this does not mean that the end is in sight. I t
must be remembered that even if Germany should
collapse before the close of 1 9 4 3 , we will not be finished with Japan in that tim e-though the collapse of
Germany would make the final defeat of Japan a
foregone conclusion. Recent developments do mean
that this is the “end of the beginning.” T he end of
that period of the war has come when we could only
hope that the w ar would somehow or other issue in
a victorious conclusion, but when we could not see
how this end could be effected. It is also the end of
the apprehensions that a stalemate, lasting for years
and dissipating the last remnants of vitality in E urope, might develop. In that sense the victories in
A frica fill us with new hope. W e are not at the end
of the tunnel. B ut we see glimpses of light shining
through from the other end of the tunnel.
The successful expedition of a vast arm ada and the
landing of thousands of troops, which required hundreds of participants to keep a secret, is a heartening
revelation of the relation of technical-military to po-
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lltlcal aspects of war in a democracy. There is a certain peril to the democratic process in the technical
decisions which must be taken in secret. It encourages
the essentially undemocratic idea that the public m ust
not criticize its leaders because the latter know w hat
the general public does not know. M r. W illkie was
quite right in insisting that a democracy cannot afford to abdicate its decisions in favor of experts. On
the other hand, recent developments prove the absolute necessity of keeping decisions of grand strategy
secret. If this were not done, dictatorships would
have an even greater advantage over democracies than
they now possess.
The strategy which came to fruition in recent weeks
was planned as early as last June. It required of our
political leaders that they bear the impatience of the
public patiently, that they accept criticisms in regard
to the “second front” and their “appeasement” of
Vichy with as much grace as possible without justifying themselves prematurely. It required furtherm ore
that an administration, under criticism because the
war was not going too well, should be willing to lose
a congressional election without hastening its military plans for political reasons. It can hardly be denied that if the A frican venture had matured two
weeks earlier, it would have saved the administration
most, and probably all, of the losses it suffered in
Congress.
W e hope the Roosevelt haters will be generous
enough to admit these obvious facts. W e hope also
that all who are of feint heart in regard to the prospects of preserving democracy under the exigencies
of war will take courage from these developments.
The difficult business of preserving democracy
against the inherently “totalitarian” tendencies of a
total war is made more difficult if we do not make
very nice discriminations between what is absolutely
necessary by way of abridgement of the ordinary
leisure of the democratic process and what is not necessary in the abridgement of essential democratic
rights. In this connection it would be well for the

faint-hearted to study the history of our Civil W ar
and to understand how frequently Lincoln was forced
to make decisions on the very edge of his constitutional powers. A very wise man has observed that
leaders of a democratic society in crisis are in the
position of an engineer of a train. The engineer must
make decisions in an emergency for which he cannot
possibly gain the consent of all the passengers before
the event. The real question is whether he is willing
to submit the decision to the approval of all who have
entrusted their lives to him, after they have had a
chance to weigh the relevant facts which he faced in
the emergency and to assess the consequences of his
decision.
These discriminations are im portant not only because of the exigencies of the present war, but because the relation of democracy to leadership will
become increasingly difficult in a technical age in
which the hiatus between public knowledge and the
skill of experts, who are in charge of the mechanics

of the social process, will tend to widen. Democracy
can never afford to allow the experts to make final
decisions of principle and policy. Once this is done we
have a government of the “elite” rather than a government of the people. But a democracy must have
the ability to choose leaders whom it can tru st sufficiently to entrust with the application of its general
principles and policies; and it must then he willing
to tru st them.
Judged by these standards, our democracy is still
essentially unimpaired. But we dare not be complacent about those perils to democracy which arise from
war-time hysteria and which express themselves in
the denial of essential rights to any portion of our
population, whether they be Negroes, or American
citizens of Japanese ancestry, or critics of the w ar
effort. W e can be the more rigorous in the defense
of these democratic rights if we do not demand the
impossible of a democratic leadership in an emergency.
R. N.

The Western Man’s Arrngance
M. S E A R L E B A T E S
H R O U G H O U T the United States, and te some
degree in Canada and Great Britain drawn as
they have been for longer time and in greater rigor
to the European struggle, there is surging interest in
the peoples of the F ar East. W hat m anner of men
are these Japs, who for a season smashed into an
empire a m onth? “H ow can they do it? T hey’re not
white. Come to think, the Chinese must have what
it takes, for they’ve been standing up te the Japs five
years now without any equipment. The Japs went
into Indo-China and Thailand, Guam and Alaska, slick
as anybody could, without sayin’ anything about that
time at Fearl H arbor when all the admirals and generais were off te Sunday School. They swung
through Manila and Singapore and the E ast Indies
and Burma as if they knew what they were doin’,
and we ’n ’ the British ’n ’ the Dutch were just kids
with popguns. B ut they haven’t got the Chinese down
and out, and it doesn’t look as if they could. T h at’s
luck for us, isn’t it ?”
So runs a common mouth, revealing a sound process
of education within. The analog from W ashington is
the legend of an enthusiastic member of the cabinet
who warmly slapped the Chinese ambassador on the
back, saying, ،،We’ll beat those yellow devils yet!”
In fact, our people are fumbling, bungling, muddling
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toward a reality that is high ethics compared with
their traditional attitudes. W e are plunged into comradeship with the Chinese, men of a different culture
and hue, whom we scarcely knew before. Thanks to
statesmanship that recognized reality, the Chinese are
rightly placed as one of the four m ajor peoples among
the U nited Nations, upon whose cooperative effort
the chance for a livable world depends. W e are also
about ready to rate the Japanese as m ajor opponents,
as murderously totalitarian as if they were white.
W hat happens now, and from now on, in the valleys of China and the jungles of New Guinea and the
rice-fields of Korea, in the shattered offices of Chungking and the shiny ones of Washington, destroys or
saves the lives of the young men from our own
homes, crushes or develops the pattern of a generation’s living for us all. Distance still means something in the straining of convoys fo r the course of
the world, but it never meant less in the relations of
man to man. Color also has been brought to proper
insignificance in human affairs—in mighty drama by
the partnerships of Armageddon, in trifling farce by
the costly efforts of sun and lamp and paint te make
the white folk s dark.
But the full truth is far better and far worse than
what has ju st been said. Some humane liberals,

